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New learning intentions

1. Knowledge & knowhow
mastery of the terminology, concepts,
theories, structures and processes that
make up the disciplines, vocations and
cultural domains + application of
knowledge through building, designing,
providing services, performing, growing
or creating things of value

3. The learning staples
including critical analysis and
evaluation, teamwork and
collaboration, problem solving,
creativity, capacity for resilience and
self-care, intercultural capability, and
entrepreneurial skill

2. The basic
literacies
literacy, numeracy, and the
digital literacies

4. Connectivity
capacity to create and sustain valuable
connections to support induction into
wider communities in which they will
participate and contribute as workers,
community members and citizens

Capacity to
thrive at
school and
beyond

5. Learner agency
capacity to chart their own learning
towards expertise in a chosen path,
taking risks, investing in learning to
attain their purposes, harnessing
interests, and taking responsibility for
the results attained

The Professor’s Poem: assessment of complex capabilities
Assessment is a process
of gathering evidence
(what learners do, say, make or write)
during a performance
in a valued area of learning
to support a judgment
trusted by those concerned
about the position of the person
on a scale of competence
from less expert to more
showing what learners know and can do
and what they need to learn next
to guide further learning
or to select candidates for next steps.
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ARC process: assessment for complex capabilities

DESIGN
with
stakeholders

a report
showing
attainments
in standard,
comparable
form

DEFINE
capabilities
required in
behavioural
terms

DEVELOP
progression
describing
increasing
levels of
expertise in
each
capability

BUILD
assessment
framework
for each
capability
(with
indicators
and levels)

CREATE
assessment
tasks that
elicit
observable
behaviours

RECORD &
SCORE
Collect
evidence
and score

performance

RECOGNISE

JUDGE
quality of

performance

Issue
credentials
with
standards
referenced
competence
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Final Candidate report: aspiring principal competence
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New approach to
recognition of learning

New
learning
x
intentions

• Methods for assessing the degree to
which a learner has progressed in
their learning in any domain,
especially when depth and complexity
in learning is required

New
assessments

• Documentation that is trusted, and
comparable, representing the breadth
and depth of learning a person has
attained, with utility for learners,
teachers, recruiters and selectors

New
credentials

• Measures that enable the community
to monitor and evaluate the success
of schooling in supporting learners to
thrive.

New
standards

New
settlements
New
metrics

• Broader and deeper learning required by
senior secondary students if they are to
thrive as a creative, confident
individuals, and active, informed,
contributing members of society

• Expressions of the increasing levels of
sophistication learners are expected to
attain as they progress in learning from
novice to expert, or beginner to master in
any learning domain

• Agreements about how the new
credentials, standards will be used to
guide objective, fair, equitable and
efficient recruitment and selection into
post options.

